Complete control, anywhere you go.
The Champion® touch-screen thermostat with proprietary* hexagon interface is built to meet the challenge, keeping you seamlessly connected to your heating and cooling system – at home or away – all at the touch of a finger.

*Patent-pending.
With the touch of a screen or the swipe of an app, you're in complete control of the Champion® touch-screen thermostat. Real-time alerts, home and away modes, schedule creation and exclusive quick heat/cool settings provide real benefits for real life — all available from your home or virtually anywhere in the world with your smartphone, our Thermostat 280 app and an Internet connection. And thanks to over-the-air updates and compatibility with most conventionally wired home heating and cooling systems, you're assured of complete compatibility and efficient, reliable operation.

Intuitive, touch-based control.
An unobtrusive, 2.8-inch capacitive touch-screen features an exclusive, easy-to-use hexagonal interface.

Works with most systems.
Industry-leading experience and world-class engineering ensures compatibility with Champion® and most conventionally wired systems.

Complete control at home or away via your smartphone.
Download our Thermostat 280 app for iOS and Android, and control your system at home or away via Wi-Fi®, 3G or 4G — virtually anywhere with Internet access.

Always up-to-date
Installed systems connected via Wi-Fi® receive the latest software updates automatically.

Easy-access home and away modes.
Pre-set modes provide quick access to alternate settings.